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NEW QUESTION: 1
A Developer is designing a continuous deployment workflow for a
new Development team to facilitate the process for source code

promotion in AWS. Developers would like to store and promote
code for deployment from development to production while
maintaining the ability to roll back that deployment if it
fails.
Which design will incur the LEAST amount of downtime?
A. Create one repository in AWS CodeCommit. Create a
development branch to hold merged changes. Use AWS CodeBuild to
build and test the code stored in the development branch
triggered on a new commit.
Merge to the master and deploy to production by using AWS
CodeDeploy for a blue/green deployment.
B. Create a shared Amazon S3 bucket for the Development team to
store their code. Set up an Amazon CloudWatch Events rule to
trigger an AWS Lambda function that deploys the code to
production by using AWS CodeDeploy for a blue/green deployment.
C. Create one repository for each Developer in AWS CodeCommit
and another repository to hold the production code. Use AWS
CodeBuild to merge development and production repositories, and
deploy to production by using AWS CodeDeploy for a blue/green
deployment.
D. Create one repository for development code in AWS CodeCommit
and another repository to hold the production code. Use AWS
CodeBuild to merge development and production repositories, and
deploy to production by using AWS CodeDeploy for a blue/green
deployment.
Answer: B

NEW QUESTION: 2
Your organization's disaster recovery plan needs an update to
the backup and restore section to reap the benefits of the new
distributed R76 installation. Your plan must meet the following
required and desired objectives:
Upon evaluation, your plan:
A. Meets the required objective and both desired objectives
B. Meets the required objective and only one desired objective
C. Meets the required objective but does not meet either
desired objective
D. Does not meet the required objective
Answer: A

NEW QUESTION: 3
An organization recently installed a firewall on the network.
Employees must have access to their work
computer from their home computer. In which of the following
ways should the firewall be configured?
A. Allow UDP port 3389 inbound
B. Allow UDP port 3389 outbound
C. Allow TCP port 3389 inbound

D. Allow TCP port 3389 outbound
Answer: C
Explanation:
Explanation/Reference:
Explanation:

NEW QUESTION: 4
Examine the following snippet of PL/SQL code:
View the exhibit for table description of EMPLOYEES table. The
EMPLOYEES table has 200 rows.
Identify open statement for opening the cursor that fetches the
result as consisting of employees with JOB_ID as 'ST_CLERK' and
salary greater than 3000.
A. OPEN c1 (NULL, 3000);
B. OPEN c1 (emp_job, 3000);
C. OPEN c1 ('ST_CLERK', 3000)
D. OPEN c1 (EMP_job, emp_salary);
E. OPEN c1 (3000, emp_salary);
Answer: C
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